Curriculum Maps – Year 11

History
Overview of the year:
This year we will finish studying the modern topics for your GCSE and
revise the content you learned in y10. We will finish studying the
Interwar years and in particular focus on the rise of dictators and the
road to the Second World War. This knowledge will prepare students to
study the final international depth study: Germany 1890-1945.
Students should finish these topics with a greater understanding of the
causes of conflict in the 20th century and how this has shaped the
modern world. Students will then revise these topics along with the
thematic Health and the People module and the British depth study
about Elizabethan England to prepare for their exams in the summer.
Revision will be done in lessons alongside the independent revision that
students will complete at home.

Ways to consolidate and extend your learning in History:
The main resource for learning GCSE History are the textbooks given to you by the school. You
will also be given a revision guide to help your study this year. Pre-reading the textbook before
lessons is a great way to help with your learning of the key knowledge required for GCSE. Rereading the textbook at home after lessons is an important way to revise and consolidate
information. Additionally, online resources such as youtube videos and BBC bitesize can help
further your understanding of topics. A wider list of useful resources is available on the school
website. Visit museums and historical sites in the local area. Particularly useful places to visit are;
The Museum of London; The Museum of Docklands; The British Museum; The Hunterian; The
Wellcome Collection; The Old Operating Theatre; The Tower of London; Hampton Court Palace;
Eastbury Manor House; The Globe Theatre; The Golden Hinde; and The Imperial War Museum.
Further ideas for trips with your household are also available on the school website. Details of
films and TV shows that can help your learning are also on the school website.

Half
Term

Unit title

Knowledge

Skills

Assessment (all modules will have an assessment under
controlled conditions when finished)

1

Conflict and Tension:
Hitler's Foreign Policy

A study into the steps to World War
Two. There is a specific focus on the
actions of Hitler and the
consequences of Britain and France's
policy of Appeasement

Evaluating usefulness of sources
using content and provenance
Significance
Change and continuity
Comparing similarities
Argumentative writing

Feedback throughout lessons as part of AfL and CfU.
Written feedback on the two assessed written tasks
Whole class feedback following each homework and
based on the previous lesson's learning (Daily Review)
PPE2 includes everything we have learnt on GCSE
course up until this point.

2, 3

German Depth Study
1890-1945

A study into German government,
society and economics from three
time periods; Wilhelmine Germany,
Weimar Germany and Nazi
Germany.

Evaluating interpretations using fact
checking and provenance
Explaining importance
Describing historical events
Argumentative writing

Feedback throughout lessons as part of AfL and CfU.
Written feedback on the two assessed written tasks
Whole class feedback following each homework and
based on the previous lesson's learning (Daily Review)
PPE2

GCSE Exam Preparation

Prior attainment of students is used
to direct them to appropriate
revision materials and intervention.

All skills from previous modules in
Y10 and Y11 will be revised and
practiced

Feedback throughout lessons as part of AfL and CfU.
Written feedback on the two assessed written tasks
Whole class feedback following each homework and
based on the previous lesson's learning (Daily Review)

3, 4,
5

